Reference management applications such as RefWorks or Zotero make it much simpler to produce your bibliography in a style that is to the standards of a particular journal or style guide.

If your dissertation or thesis is presented in article format consisting of published articles, or drafts for journal publication, then the designated journal style may be used.

If this is not the case, then a single publication style should be adopted and applied to your work.

The major objective is a consistent presentation of references so that different styles are not intermixed in the reference list.

One of the major styles used in the scientific disciplines is the Council of Science Editors (CSE) style.
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The CSE style has three main systems to acknowledge references:

- the Citation-Sequence system
- the Name-Year system
- the Citation – Name system

Each of these systems is widely used in scientific publications. Select one style and use it consistently in the sections of your work.

The basic examples listed below are in the Name-Year format and adapted from the Scientific Style and Format Citation Quick Guide: [http://www.scientificstyleandformat.org/Tools/SSF-Citation-Quick-Guide.html](http://www.scientificstyleandformat.org/Tools/SSF-Citation-Quick-Guide.html)

Additional examples are included in the Guide.

Books

**General format:**


*Notes: if no additional information, leave blank.
Chapter or other part of a book


Journal Article

**Print General format:** Author(s). Year. Title of article. Title of journal. volume number (issue number): page numbers.

**Example print journal:** Orth RJ, Marion SR, Moore KA, Wilcox DJ. 2010. Eelgrass (Zostera marina L.) in the Chesapeake Bay region of mid-Atlantic coast of the USA: Challenges in conservation and restoration. Estuaries Coast 33(1):139-150.

**Online General format:** Author(s). Date of publication. Title of article. Title of journal. [date cited];Volume(issue):location URL. DOI. Notes (if any).

A DOI may be included in addition to a URL, if available.


Many, if not most or all, of the scientific journals consisting of more than one word can be abbreviated using CSE. In order to know how to use the abbreviated form of the journal, check the National Library of Medicine (NLM) catalog.


Search for the journal. The results will show you the correct CSE abbreviation.

- For articles with 2 authors, names are separated by a comma in the end reference
- For articles with 3 to 10 authors, list all authors in the end reference; in the in-text reference, list only the first, followed by “et al.”
- For articles with more than 10 authors, list the first 10 in the end reference, followed by “et al.”
Dissertations or Theses

**General format:** Author. Date. Title of the work [thesis/dissertation]. Place of institution within [] if not indicated on title page: University.


Technical Reports

**General format:** Author(s). Year (or Date). Title of report. Place of publication: Publisher /Agency: Report or series name and number. Contract number: Grant number: Notes.

- Identify sponsoring and performing organizations
- Include any report, contract or grant numbers, if available


Conference proceedings

**General format:** Editor(s). Year. Title of publication or conference. Name of conference; dates of conference; place of conference. Place of publication: publisher. Total number of pages.


Conference papers

**General format:** Author(s) of the paper. Date of publication. Title of the paper. Connective phrase [In]: editor of the proceedings. Title of the publication, or name of conference, or both; dates of the conference; place of the conference. Place of publication: publisher. Paper pages.

Paper or Poster presented at a meeting

Unpublished presentations are cited as follows:


Websites

**General format:** Title of Homepage. Date of publication. Edition. Place of publication: publisher; [date updated; date accessed]. Notes.

If no date of publication can be determined, use a copyright date (if available), preceded by “c”. Include the URL in the notes.